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Preface

"The elements of the school hygiene program should 'never beregarded as separate entities. * * For this reason the commit-tee believes that all phases of the program should be under the juris-
diction of eduCational authorities."

The above paragraph is quoted from the School Health Program
Report of the Regents Inquiry (New York) . The report iá _one of the
many indications 6f the deep interest today in health education pro-
grams in the schools throughout the Nation.

This bulletin, entitled, "Organizatiiih and Administrátion of School
Health Work," brings to its readen a discussion presented with a
view to focusing attention upon this very important educational field.In Part I, Commissioner Studebaker discusses General Administra-
tive Policies, including the relation of health education to public
administration.

The multiple relatiOnships which need to be established in the ade-
quate development of a school health program are presented by Dr.Mode in Part II, as they have been worked out for one school system.

As yet there has been little opportunity Tor directors of such pro-grams to secure anything like adequate training for their highly
important and eacting tasks. Nor have procedures which were the
product of trial and error often been recorded for the benefit of others.
The account given by Dr. Moore presents in considerable detail
advantages of organization and direction within the school.
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General Administrative Policks
(INE OF the important issues in publiç administration today centers
'ab6ut the question, Who shall be responsible for the school health
program? This question raises correlative issues as to the proper
structure of governmentil organization for the efficient performance
of certain essential services in our society ; as to the uniqueness of the
function of public education; as to the administrative limits within
which the educational piogram of the schools should operate; and as
to the wisdom of a possil)le realinement of the general controls of
organized education, which would distribute educational functions
among a number of governmental agencies.

In each of our States the kople have established systems of public
education, operated under the laws of the State. The common
practice has been to delegate to kcal boards of education authority
for the fiscal management of séhools and fpr the control and direction
of the educational 'propitm. Recently, because of the expansion of
governmental activities resulting in competition for tax funds with
which to carry on needed activities, it has been proposed in. certain
quarters that public educati6n be made a department in the structure
of local government; that schools be required to present and defend
iheir budgets before a city manager, a commission, or a council; in
shoit, that the schools cease to be as relatively, independent as they
now usually are. This independence exists most frequently by reason
of the ieparate and direct popular election of a board of education,
authorized within legally designated limits to certify the amount of
taxes to be levied for educational purposes. It is urged by those who
oppose this relative independence of boards of education that the
integration of existing educational and other governmental agencies
'tinder a single fiscal control, empowered to Weigh the needs and
appraise the activities of the various agencies of local government,
would simplify the machinery of government, reducing its cost, and
impmving its ,services. While not denying die importance of educa-
tion in our society, the proponents of this point of view nevertheless
profess to see no justification for an edticational organization separate
and apart from tie e/f: lion of other governmental agencies
responsiNe foe such public services as water supply, maintenance of
high protection, and disease control. Public educatio4,
from this point Qf view, is important but not uniquely so.
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4 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

Meeting developmental needs

Most of us in public education disagree with those who se*
little or nothing unique in the functions of the organized schools.
Standing in loco parentis, the schools are concerned with bringing
about the nurture and development of the individual through
&irefully selected and well-organized experiences. The schools
select from life those experiences, which, when presented to learn-
ers in a properly organized scheme, will be most productive of the
learners' present growth and most useful in meeting their future
needs. The curriculum of the schools is not developed in a vac-
uum or formulated in an ivory tower. It is drawn from the arena
of life itself. Under this conception, there mulit be a sifting, an
appraisal or evaluatioNof the accumulated wisdom of the race
to determine what is of most worth in meeting the developmental
needs of learners. Education thus reflects the interests of life,
and brings together in well-balaiiced programs of learning, those
materials and those educational processes which itccelerate
growth in understanding among learners.

For illustrátion, our society in its various ramifications cannot
operate successfully without widespread literacy. Language is
both a medium of communication and an instrument of thought
and is consequently an essential tool of individual mental develop-
ment and social cooperation. Consequently, the schools are ex-
pected to place great stress on the development of universal
literacy on a high level.

Similarly, in our society, there is need forsocial understanding
and economic intelligence. We live in an interdependent world,
in which the fortunes of cotton farmers in tho South affect the jobs
of ste4vorkers in Pennsylvania; in which the tariff policy of the
United States may lead to repercussions in far-off China. Con-
sequently, the schools are called upoh to select from geography
and history and the othersocial sciences those elements of knowl-
edge and experience whose proper understantding by youti will
be most helpful in the development a economic, politic:al, and
atrial intelligehee. Other illustrations right be given to show
how the need for technical imowledge and abilities is me,t through
the study of mathematics, science, and the practical arts; the need
for 'economic and social efficiency provided for by courses in con-
sumer econapics and in vocational educationOhe need for self-

1
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES 5

expression and release met through the creative and recreatory
arts. All of these developmental needs are recognized and are
given proper emphasis in the school curriculum the claims of one
set of organized experiences are balanced a.gainst the claims of
others in meeting the needs of individuals and the purposes of a
democratic society,

Noneducational seryice functions

Now, obviously, there are other needs of human beings which
are met by agencies which are not primarily educational in charac-
ter. There are needs for police and fire proteCtion; for food and
clothing, tor sheltir and physical security for mental sectuity in
the affection:of parents and age mates; and for spiritual security
in the consolation anzi the inspiration of religion.

Luther &lick has said:
Taking even the most expanded school systems where te schools

really are youth departments, it will be found ilytt general quarantiie
is enforced by the health authorities, that children benefit also by police
traffic and crime prevention work, that they drink water furnished by
the water department, and mill protected by the division of foods, and
live in houses supervised by the housing authority, and are protected
by the fire department.'

It is clear that inany special services of government are
essential to our modern mode of living, and that the school should
not presume to undertake these noneducational service functions.
The unique function of the school as an educational agency in-
volves the development of the social understanding which will
enable citizens to evaluate these and other services of government.

If, then, the schoOl's distinctiv:e function is to provide a well-
organized and well-balanced educational program designed to
develop understanding, habits, and attitudes which will be helpful
to the individual in meeting his personal and social needs (includ-

. ing the need for ability intelligently to criticize his government),
it follows that the schools must be protected itgainst the encroach-
ment of partisan politics, of special-interest groups, and of
propagabda agencies, each seeking to control the schools for its
own .particular purposes. It follows also, in my opinion, that
boards of education whose clear responsibility is to protect the
right of the learner to learn should be set up independently of

'1 °Wick, Luther. Notes on the theory of organisation. ¡Wen on the science at administration. New
York Columbia University Press, 19$7. P. X
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SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

other locaPgovernmental agencies, in order that such boards may
be held 'clearly accountable for the discharge of their unique
and indispensable educational responsibility.

Schools must be free

.Democracy connotes freedom io _learn; the public schools are
the chief bulwark of that freedom; therefore the schools should
themselves enjoy the hugest practicable measure of freedom.
The schools should be answerable solely to the general public
eopinion as registered in votes of citizens at school elections, in
which the essential issues connected with freedom of the learner

40 to learn are not blurred by extraneous partisan considerations.
This relationship to the public is difficult, if not impossible, when
the public schools are made a department of the city or county
government, when control of various phases of the educational
program is distributed among several departments of govern.
ment, or when local and State educational authorities are sub-
ject to periodic raids by political spoilsmen.

No doubt police departments, public healih departments and
other governmental agencies have certain educational responsi-
bilities with respect to the particular services which they render.
They must secure that wiblic consent whiçh is based on under-
standing; they must disseminate or induce other agencies to
disseminate the ideas necessary for the efficient operation of their
own programs. Education in this sense is essential for any
coordinated endeavor. Indeed; industrial organizations have a
clear understanding of the necessity for company educational
programs in order to obtain from their employees the coordina-
tion of effOrt which can come only from commön understanding of,
and a common commitment to, the purposes of the productive
enterprise. This is true whether the business is concerned with
the making of shoes or the selling of automobiles. Moreover,
the legitimate educational functions of business organizations
may often extend beyond the instruction of their own employed
personnel to acquaip s the general public with the merits of
their products and knees of their industrial policies,
But it seems obvious that the controlling Purpose of die educa-
fional programs of business and industrial organizati'ons i not
educadon per se but the piècluctim and sale of a product dr a.4
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES 7

service for profit. Such educational activities as they may
undertake are' purely instrumental and incidental to this major
or controlling purposei. e., profit making.

Of course, Troblems sometimes arise with respect to the
incidental educational programs' of these other public agencies.
Should a . public health service, an employment placement
service, a public welfare board, a recreation council, a relief
agency', or a library board each be responsible only for the
educational programs incidentato its own operations with the
special clientele it serves, or should it extend its authority to
include direction of its specialized phases of work in the educa-
tional programs of the schools? Are there not dangers in
trends which would divide the responsibility for the conduct
of school functions with other agencies whose controlling pur-
pose is not the provision of a well-rounded and balanced educa-
tional program, but the rendering of specialized services to par-
ticular clients? Would not this division of responsibility, if
generally sanctioned, result in the anomaly of a public health
department responsible for itdministering theoprogram of °health
education in the ,schools, of the department of safety respon-
sible for directing the school program of safety education, the
recreation assdOiation taking respQnsibility for the physical
education and recreation activities in the school, the public
library board controlling the purchase, distribution, and serv-
icing of the books used in the school program, the State employ-b.
mene service directing the vocational guidance and placement
services of the schools of the State, and the public welfare agencies
administering a child-welfare program in and through the'
schools? We might even witness the State department of agri-
culture responsible for direction of agricultural education in the
public schools, and the State industrial coil' si :;:ion for the in-
dustrial education programall of tbese agencies reaching into
the schools with their own personnel responsible not to the
Board of Educatiofi 43ut to their own separate authorities. On
the. face of it, this picture of the dispersion of educational re-
sponsibilities is a reduction to abdunlity of trends !ilia in
greater or lesser degree are now apparent in the Nation, and in
Um- various States and localities. Why does the dispersion 'of
educational responsibilities and the extension of ioneducatiimal

_
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SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

controls appear to be absurd? The answer is because good
principles of organization are obviously violated thereby. What
are some of these principles of organization?

Specialization of Function
The basic principle underlying all organization of work is

specialization of function. It is necessary that work to be done
sbould be broken down and its parts undertaken serially or
atsigned to various individuals. The efforts of the individual
specialists, however, have to be coordinated if we are not to
repeat the Biblical disas.ter of the tower of Babel. This coordi-
nation of effort is achieved by an organizational structure which
is characterized by two important features: (1) The feature of
unity of control ; and (2) the feature of unity of purpose. '6'6
first, unity of control, emphasizes the necessity for a clear line
of administrative authority. The second, unity of purpose,
emphasizes the necessity for educational effort to secure common
understanding among the members of the organization. Both
features must receive due recognition in the development of an
efficient organization of effort in any field whatsoever.

In the subdivision of work and specialization of functions, or inthe aggregation of functions for the organization of effort, four
criteria may be used: (1) The major purpose to be served;
(2). the character of processes employed; (3) the clientele, or the
material§ dealt with; and (4) the place of operation. For
example, let us consider the doctor who spends all his time
examining children in the public schools. Shall we say that he is
primarily a specialist in metlical knowledge and techniques and*that he should therefore be respons.ible to the city department of
health; or that since he is examining children in the scliools, he
should be responsible to the Board of Education? Or should welook primarily at the major purpose of his work and decide hisplace in the orgimizationaLstructure on that basis? Iflis m;ijor
purpose is edticationid, i. e., if he is primarily concerned with

b. providing experiences for these children in the schools which will
insult in the development of knowledge, habits, and attitudesáf awn it would sitem to be clear that since his is an
educational function he shotild be resp%onsible to the educationalautgiity. if, on the other hand, the major purpose of his work

I*
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES 9

with school children is to identify and treat pupils who need
medical care, or to, correct physical defects, then, in my opinion,
since his work is primarily therapeutic or restorative, he should be
regarded as an employee of the agency in the community which
assumes responsibility for such activities, and is therefore
responsible to tharagency. The point which I am trying to make
is that for purposes of the organizational structure, the most
significant question to be asked is that concerning the controlling
purpose of the duties performed by this doctor. If we are to
avoid unnecessary difficulties and the duplications and ineffi-
ciencies growing out of a muddled structure of administrative
authority,- and if we are to avoid the chiseling away of educational
functions by agencies whose primary function is not education,
we should insist upon placing the school health program in charge
of the educational authorities.

This brings me to the moot question as to whether or not the
school authorities should provide treatment for defects discovered
in the medical and dental examination of children. Besides these
he.alth examinations, school health programs commonly include
two other major phases, i. e., health -protection and health in-
struction. Health protection involves the control of the school
environment, including the physicstl aspects' of buildings and
grounds, the charticter of the school program, and the school
contacts of human beings with one another. This factor of
human contacts includes not only contacts among the pupils
themselves but also the relation of .the whole school personnel,
including the custodial force, to the physical and emotional well-
being of 'the pupils. Health instruction consists of the formation
of habits, the acquisition of knowledge, and the creation of
attitudes cónducive to healthful modes of living. It involves
instruction.by means. of curriculum materials which are related
to the 6hild and his activities in his total environment. The
school health program also irgiides -Physical activities properly
graded to pupil capitities and interests; balaiiced programs of

study, work, and recreation.
Now health instruction should *be closely linked not only with

the health examinations and the protection program, but also
with the total program of the school. Neither school health
protection nor instruction, however, in the judgment of many

V.
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lo SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

educators properly includes the treatment of defects disclosedby dental and medical examinations, even though such treatmentmay in some instances be prerequisite to the achievement ofthe major educational objectives of the school program. It isthe general consensus' that a clear line can and should be drawnat this point. Medical treatment, with the exception of firstaid, even though necessary should not be given by the schoolsbut should be provided through those other agencies whose
controlling purpose it is to provide such treatment. Medical ordental treatment per se is not educational but restorative. Itmay be agreed that provision of glasses, treatment of impairedhearing, extraction of teeth, and immunization against diph-theria, are required in the case of some children before the educa-tional program of the schools can be u ective. By the sametoken, some children will require food and clothing u well asmedical attention befir,Use they can be expected to profit from anyschool program. And yet if the controlling purpose of theschool health program is education, and if the school operates ina situation where it is feasible to secure medical services frommedical agencies, then it would seem to follow that the school'sobligation extends only to the identification of pupils needingsuch dental or medical service', their referral through theirparents to the proper service agencies, and follow-up to see thatthe necessary services have been provided.

Community health council
This ineans that-public education in general must work outmethods by which the essential medical and dental services topupils may be provided by approPriate agències. School au-thorities may well be expected to take thee initiative in theorganization of a community health council for this purpose.One of the first obligations of such a council would be a functionalanalysis of community health agencies themselves to serve as astarting point for voluntary coordination of effort. The servicearea of each organization should be clearly delimited upon theprinciple of the c9ntroging purpose which the agency serves.Good administration will require that duplicating areas bereduced to a minimum; and that the schools be held responsiblefor their health educatiim functions, for the selection of educa-



GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES 1 1

tional experiences to be included in the health curriculum, for

the selection of personnel, for determination of the methods of

teaching to be used, and for evaluation of the results of the
health education program.

Development oF cooperation

It has been necessary time and again for the school to extend

its concept of education and to develop its program and personnel

to meet the needs of a growing population under constantly

changing conditions. The school program of today with its
many activities contributing to the development of individuals

fit to live in the modern world, when compared to the school

program of 50 years ago, is eloquent proof of the ability of the

schools to make important expansions and adaptations. The

schools have accepted the responsibility for the development and

maintenance of well-conceived and effective school health pro-

-grams. No other institution except the home has so much con-

tact with children and youth or so golden an opportunity to give

them significant instruction and compelling motives in matters

pertaining to health. Our national health status is high; in
fact, "not equalled by any nation of similar size of mixed races."

Yet there is much to be desired : s d a great deal to be done in

the further development both of th education and of medical

services. Because of the progress the schools have made and

are making in the field of education for health, which is their
peculiar province, it seems to me that: there is no warrant for the

displacement of a school-administered health education program,

State or local, by 'mother agency. There is so much that can

advantageously be done by schools and public health authorities

working together ihat our persistent effort should be the develop-

ment of cooperation rather, than the assumption of control by

either group of functions which do not properly belong within

its legitimate sphere of authority. It is my belief that progress

will be most rapid if the needed improvement in school health

programs is undertaken by' the educational authorities them-

selves, employing additional jrained health-education personnel

where needed, rather than imposed from without by another

allYrAYY.
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Part II

Administering a School Health Program

A Study in Method
t

v

by

FRED MOORE, M. D.
Director, Department of Health

Public Schools, Des Moines, Iowa
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Adnitinistering a School Health Program

A SCHOOL health program in which the school fulfills the two
functions of protection and educationprotection of the chil-

dren while they are in attendance, and education in the fullest possible

measure in those things that contribute to healthful modes of living
is the desire of every school. Like all educational activities, those in

the field of health never end. The development and ádministration

of plans and procedure which will bring the school personnel to a con-

acitus cooperative effort in attainment of these general objectives so

that the desired protection and education shall reach every group of

pupils throughout every hour of the school day constitutes a school

health, program of the first order.
How can it be obtained? The question cannot be answered in a

formula which would be applicable to every school, but there are

certain essentials which are fundamental regardless of the community

differences. The first requisite is that the school administrator, sup-

'ported by his board of education, shall be devoted to an educational

program in the field of health. "Educational program" is used in
contrailt to "service program." The latter is self-explanatory; e.

actual rendering of health service's, often including medical and
surgical clinics. "Educational program" means organization of school

personnel and coordination of interest and instruction for the purpose

of teaching children and parents to be resourceful, self-reliant, and

intelligent in meeting their own health problems. The second requi-

site is the delegation of the responsibility for development of the
program to soine one with adequate health knowledge and vision to

8bordinat, the teaching personnel and enlist parents in cooperative

support of the program.

Responsibility of School Authorities

The health program in its best concept is a responsibility of the

school authorities; it should be executed in cooperation with oiher

communitar agencies; it need not develop overlapping or duplication

of activities.
No one questions the beneficial influence of good school health

programs on the life of the children. Neither does any one issume

Tbs writer solgsowisdass ids obilestioos to: Claim& Z. Cromwell, supervisor of Math education sad

seabed =rim J. AL. Idioms, sopsrvisot of Ordeal educatiorg sad Dr. Clarke H. Hsashaw, supervisor

al amid knime.
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16 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

that all school health programs are as good as they should be. The
same may be said of all health programs regardless of age level. No
program, no matter whose sponsorship it is under, has reached that
state of perfection which excludes further improvement. Over the
years many schools have done and are doing most acceptable work in
the school health field. Of course, every branch of government has
the right to desire and the necessity to secure coirect understanding
of its function. This entails a responsibility for the education of the
public concerning its work. No branch of governmental activity is
more dependent upon adult education for aChievement cif its ob-
jectives than public health. Therefore some education of the general
public is a fundamental part of public health procedure. The need
for education of the generál public, however, is not an indication that
health education in and through the schools should be transferred to
local health departments. Contributions of the school personnel may
be lost in large measure if, control of the program passes from the
school authorities because the type of education conducted by public
health agencies is wholly different from that of the school organization.
The needed improvement in the s.chool program should be generated
from within its own ranks, by additional personnel where needed,
rather than by imposition from another agency. The school should
assume responsibility for the health of its group within the limits of
educational capacity just as individuals should assume responsibility
for their own personal health problems.

The preceding discussion is the philosophy which has guided the
develmment of the school health program for which the writer has
been responsible. What is the practical experience of administra.t
tion? What does it mean when translated into action? The following
activities are some of the things which the director of a school health
program, and his staff, have been called upon to carry on over a period
of years. Considered in their entirety they offer substantial evidencethat those in charge of the school health program should be a part of
the school personnel and responsible to die school authorities.

Activities Within the School Organization
if Conference with the suporintendent and administrative staff of

the schools

There have been many of these conferences in which the ob-
jectives of the health program have been discussed and the pro-

1
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ADMINLSTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM 17

eedures determined. The subject matter is reflected throughout
the list which follows.

II. Organization-of the school's health department
This consists of the teachers of physical education, nurses,

dental hygienists, doctors, and dentists employed by the Board of
Education. These groups spend more of their -time in things

- obviously related to health than do other groups of teachers.
Therefore they constitute the basis for health counsel in the
various buildings.

Ill. Cooperation with principals 1

The general program must be interpreted in cooperation with
the p cipal of each building, and objectives and procedures

.. modified to o the varying needs of different districts.

Iv.r Enlistment a d maintenance oF the cooperation oF the class-
room teac

il
er

This is a key Point in the whole program. Little progress is
made until it is attained. The personnel referred to in the second
paragraph constitutes the basis for health counsel in the various
buildings and it is through them that teacher-cooperation is

I maintained.

V. Cooperation with custodial Force
Problems pertaining to light, heat, ventilation, drinking water,

toilet facilities, gymnasium equipment, showers and lockers,
surfaces and maintenance of playgroondsall theses in one f9rm

. or at other come up for consideration by those responsible for the
health program. In this connection 'expenditure of funds may
become an impQrtant item. If the moilt value is to be obtained
from available funds, then all concerned must have a community
of interest and responsibility in the expenditure and the result.
It is impossible for one group to make the recOmmendations with
little regard for expense and leave to another group the responsi-
bility of meeting the recommendations or be accountable for the
disappointmenta that may come from the failure therein.

111
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18 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

VI. Selection of perspnnel
A. For all employees

The School Health Department is responsible for:
1. Appraisal of personal health records of all applicants

for employment. This includes everyoneadmin
iptrators, têachors, Ace force, and custodial group.

2. Appraisal of health status of new employees by com-
plete physical examinations.

B. In tit) School Health Department
1. Teachers of physical education with proper training for

teaching.
2. Nursesivalified for teachingindividual and group.
3. Dental hygienists---qualified for teaching.
4. Doctors with a flare for education in the field of health.
5. Supervisors.

(a) Health education and school nursing.
(b) Physical education.
(c)@ Dental hygiene.

(See page 45 for continuation of major topics.)
(In the following material (pages 18-44) the foregoing items I to

VI on organization, are elaborated. There will ,be found on the
one hand statements of policies, procedures, and relationships which
are involved in the administration of the items referred to and on the
other hand justifications of these policies designed to show that when
they are properly applied they produce greater values if the school
health program is administered as a part of the school organization.)

Wicks, procedures, end rdstiaultips ifs minimisers- Video &rind from thus packs
ef Bens I to VI

I. Conference with superintendent and
administrative staff of schools. (See
pages 16-17.)

A. Discussions with supervisors and
principals to determine how
doctors, dentists, nurses, physi-
cal education teachers, and
dental hygienists can contrib-
ute to education of the children.

116

The aellees of dentist, dental hygien-
ist, nurse, and doctor are on "piece
work" basis M any given spot in the
school. Their appointments must be
arranpd with reference tother sched-
ules to avoid repeated Infringement
upon the regular dams activities. This
"visiting personnel" must develop com-
mon objectives with and appreciation of

-
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ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

¡Wicks, procedure*, end relationship. h administra-

tion of Items I to VI

B. How shall the doctor's exami-
nation be conducted? How

shall resulta be conveyed to
teachers? To parents?

s

t I

Values &Tined from these policies

lo

the procedures of the school administra-
tor and the classroom teacher. Each
must know what is the other person's
job and how he does it. Without this
there is little carry-over from the con-
tacts with these people to the educa-
tional program of the children. Visiting
personnel must know what may be ex-
pected of the teachers in the various
avenues of health education. An esprit
de Cnrps must be developed between the
visitirieUd the adminisirative person-
nel so that the latter will use the former
in support and development of the weak
spots in the program of each particular
school.

Facilities for the conduct of the doo-
*tor's and 'nurses' work are so variable
that the arrangements must be made
according to the conditions in each
school. This must be a joint arrange-
ment among all *concerned, with such
concessions as are required for the job.
Provision must be made for the teacher
to receive those results of the examina-
tions that may be significant for her
direction of the child in the classroom,
and for helpful contact with the parent
as occasion afford& It must be so

arranged that the teacher shall assist in
management of the children and be
present when they are examined or that
the record *hall be interpreted to her by
the nurse after/the examinations are
completed. The extent of the examina-
tion will depend upon the facilities for
privacy from other children, and upon
the good jlidgment of the examiners.
Experience has taught that with 'de-

velopment of educational objectives and
propet conduct *of the examinations,
objections to minimum of inspection
may be converted into appre.dative ae.
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20 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

Policies, procedures, and relationships in administra-
tion of Items I to VI

C. How extensive a record shall
the nurses keep and in what
form to be helpful to the
teacher foci useful in planning
educational activities from year
to year?

Values derived from these policies

ceptance of examinations that are made
with most of the clothing removed. In
working with the younger children,
parental contact is obviously a necessity
if any good its to come out of the pro-
cedure. This is best accomplished if the
parent can be present when the school
examination is made. The extent to
which this is accomplished will depend
largely upon the cooperative effort of
nurse, teacher, and doctor. The doctor
and nurse must feel the obligation to
make the'experience worth while for the
teacher and the parent. It should be
an experience in health education with
the child as the subject and the school
personnel and the parent as participants.
In the absence of the parent it becomes
the duty of the nurse to see that per-
tinent knowledge from the procedure
reaches the parent%

The record should serve many pur-
poses. Since the nurse will use it
most, it shoiild meet her needs first.
Many things of which she will need
memoranda are of current interest.
For this purpose temporary records
may be devised. The personal record
of the child should be permanent for
his school life and `'permit review of his
physical development and progress
from time to4 time: This should be
available and ihterpreted by the nurse
for the other school personnel as occa-
sioh requires. The record should also
show the child's experience with refer-
ence to immunizations and communi-

..sable disease. In times of epidemics
this becomes especially valuable. It
will be helpful in many instances in
determining modification of a child's
program on accalirof physical im-
pairment, either temporary or perma-
nent.

A
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ADMINISTERING A SdHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

Policies, procedures, and relationships in administra-

tion of Items I to VI

4
I

4).

D. How can the nurse be most ef-
fective? How should her time
be distributed among various
districts? In a given school
how should her time be appor-
tioned among communicable
disease control, teach9r in-
struction and home irisitation?

(It goes without saying that in a
school-admdistered health program,
the nIrses will be school nurses and not
general nurses, i. e., nurses engaged in
all phases of public health activity.
Seilootl nursing is a specialized work and
it should not be side-tracked according
to the nurse's interests or urgent calls
upon her for other service which might
arise from time to time in -tri district
she may serve.)

.

,01 ,
! to. s.

Values derived front these policies
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These records are of interest and
guidance to the teach& of physical
education where there is coordination _

of the programs of physical education
with the conduct of the physical
examinatiousr They have unlimited
potentialitiesi in the teaching of hygiene
and physiology. They give a cross-
sectiorkof the physical development and
growthof the group which can be used
effectively in the classroom. Such use
involves the interpretation of the records
in the light of° the general conditions
under which the children of the area
are living. To use records for these
purposes requires much more from the
examining personnel than a perfunctory
search for physical defects, mechanical
recording of them, and the hope that
somehow someone will .sometime have
them corrected.

The nurse slipuld be regarded as a
member of 'the instructional staff. All

her procedures should be subject to in-
terpretation of values from the -educa-
tional viewpoint. The proper school
official in the district must plan her pro-
gram according to the economic and
educational needs of the various areas
of the district. Since the school staff
constitutes such an important part in
health education, it is essential that the
qualifications of a nurse be considered
in relation to the resources and Weak-

nesses of the particular schools which
she shall serve. No part of the school's
program is, more dependent upon the

.selection of the right personality than
Is ,the job of health education through
school nursing. The nurse and princi-
pal must have wide leeway in &termini.,
ing how the nurse shall spend her time
in the given district. They must knovi

a
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22 SCHOOL HEALTH WORA

FWka, procedures, and relationships i aditinistra-
tio* of Item I to VI

E. How can supervisors of art,
social sciences, general science,
and home economics cooperate
with health department per-
sonnel to make their work
dovetail with that of the health
department and contribute
most to health education?

a

,

Values derived from these policies .

the needs of the district and of the
teachers. Control of communicable
disease will depend in large measure
upon the intelligent interest and coop-
eration which can be maintained be-
tween the nurse and the clgssroom
teacher. Actual presence or threat of
communicable disease may obviously
takemuch of the nurse's attention at
the time of the menace, but her most
effective work may have been accom-
plished by teacher contact and instruc-
Uon in the intervals between threats.
There must be a balanoe in a given dis-
trict between the above duties and
home visitation. Much can be accom-
plished by contacts between the nurse
and the home if the problems involved
are approached from the viewpoint of
the educational interests of the
Real accomplishment in this depends
upon close association and understand-
ing between the nurse and the class-
room teacher, the exchange of personal
knowledge and confidence which come
only from contact in pursuit of common
objectives.

Supervisors in the school health de-
partukent must have enough aptrecia-
lion of educational methods, school
administration, and classroom work that
they will be accepted 'as a part of the
educational staff. Under these circum-
stances they can meet other supervisors
and teaching personnel on their own
ground and discuss the possibilities for
health education in these several fields.
The first reguisite Is that these oppor-
tunities must be recognised. If they
are pointed out with the Implications
and sug.gestions as to how thiy may be
used to best advantage fir the purpose
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ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

Polk* premieres, and relationship* in aliditistre
Nos nasal to V/

F. How can the nurse arrange for

visits of doctors and 'dental
hygienists to schools with the
least disturbance to the school

program and the maximum
promotion of objectives?

G. How can work of doctors and

nurses be coordinated with ae-
tivities in physical education to
give unity to procedure?

Values demoted from thew policies
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of health education, they are well

received.
Through familiarity with the school

program the nurse can sense the time at
which the work can best be initiated.
She caii contribute to the training of the
teacher by discussing with her in ad-
vance those children about whose prog-
ress the teacher has more than Ardinary
concern. The nurse can assist the
teacher so that after the examinations
have become a matter of record the
teacher will be interested in their sig-
nificance as related to the progress of

her own group of children. With proper
preliminaries teacher, parent, and child
may have had an interesting educational
experience which they recall with re-

spect rather than an annoying perfuno-
tory examination and the hope that it
will not be repeated. In dental hygiene,
for example, it is an unexcelled oppor-
tunity to teach that the 'true measure of

&peony ent is absence of dental
caries and that this can be influenced by

rood and habits.
Through conferences of doctors,

nurses, and teachers at physical educa-
tion each must know what the other does

and why he does it. Common objec-
tives must be developed and procedures

accepted. Respect for each other's
work well done naturally follows. A

better program in physical education

can be oqnducted because the teacher
has the advantage of the doctor's exam-
'nation. The nurse oontributes valu-
able information through her accumu-
Wed knowledge of Illnesses of the

children. Pooling of this information

by conference of this personnel estab-
lies a rational basis on which nurse

cif
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24 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

Policies, procedures, and relationships in adniinistra-
lion of Berns I to VI

H. How promote common under-
standing in nutritional work
between doctors, nurses, den-
tal personnel, teachers, home
economics, and cafeteria am-
ice?

L How bring together the knowl-
edge of the teacher and the
health personnel in modifica-
tion of the usual program to
meet the pèculiar needs of
individual children?

et

Values derived from these policies

and teacher can project the program for
the students. Through re-examination
of the children and by repeated contacts
of this personnel, programs can be re-
constructed on the basis of information
from several sources.

Contacts between personnel referred
to in the preceding paragraph give ap-
propriate basis for developing an ap-
praisal of nutritional status. This
constitutes ground work for proper
appreciation of nutrition by the school
staff in general. The addition of dental
personnel to this group brings specific
motive to other teachers and to children,
a motive which can be appreciated by
all. The dental hygienist also brings
one very specific measueent of nu-
trition, dental caries. With the support
of these several people, the teachers in
home economics have a well-formed
background into which they can intro-
duce their instruction in food selection
and preparation. The school lunch
and the cafeteria offer a most practical
laboratory in which results in these fields
may be tested with great interest and
gulch advantage to the children.

The "spark phig" in this must be the
classroom teacher. Where the child has
several teachers, as in the departmental
system, some one teaaier (often called
the home-room teacher) may be respon-
sible. She must be educated to be
sufficiently "health conscious" that
children suffering from fatigue or lagging
as compared with the group will attract
her attention. These she will refer to
the nurse. Othefs will return after
illness wit4 requests for a modified
program or present obvious need Of
protection from overactivity. The
nurse will present these children to the

.
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ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

Poticies, procedures, and relationships 1, admisistre-

Sou of Items I to VI

J. Arrangement of recess and re-
laxation periods in the daily
schedule in order to relieve
tension and strain.

K. What should the school do in:
1. Health education?
2. Health service?

Valves derived from these poikies
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physician who will interpret their con-
dition in the combined light of their
disabilities and the school program. He
will prescribe the specific activities or
limitations in terms of the facilities and
program ot the school. The nurse will
cdonfer with those responsible for sched-
ules and arrange for a program in
accordance with the specific needs of
the child. This may mean part-time
attendance, release from classes, periods
of rest, perhaps a re-scheduling of
classes to control travel and stair-
climbing, possibly specific arrangements
in the cafeteria for certain foods, or
transfer to special school for handi-
capped children.

Situations arise where the whole pro-
gram has to be evaluated and reviewed
with particular reference to fatigue and
big muscle activity. This involves
conditions v;ithin the buildingthegit,
ventilation, number of children, con-
duct of classes, travel between classes,
privileges for personal activities, con-
dition and control of playgrounds.
Reconstruction on this basis requires
accumulated knowledge of all personnel
concerned with the program. The
doctor and nurse and teacher of physical
education have much to contribute to
such planning. Much of what is
accomplished in the formal classroom
performance is determined by this
arrangement.

These cannot be specifically sepa-
rated. Everything referred to as part of
the school health program involves
education. Many of the activittes are
concerned with service .to the child.
One cannot separate and itemise those
things which are "education" and those
which are "service" and connote to each

dIT
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26 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

Policies, procedures, and relationships Is adisisiotm Values derived from these policies
tame of Items I to VI

0

r

0

.6,

their specific value as one or the other.
The approach to an educational or
service program must be made upon a
broad basis and with a certain phil_
osophy regarding the primary function
of the school in this respect Having
determined the general type of program
it becomes a simpler matter to select the
type of activities to be performed and
manner in which they should be done.
Obviously there are certain services
which need to be done. That is a
starting point. Shall the job be done
with as much as possible of the edu-
cational objectives or shall it be done on
unit production basis with time allot-
ment as becomes the machine age?
The type of program which will ensue
depends upon the answer to this
question.

If the choice is a "service program"
then it would appear that there is no
limit to the amount of thinp that may
be done except as finance may dictate.
If the choice is an "educational pro-
gram" then every proposed actirity
should be searched for its education&
possibiltties and the performance per se
should be evaluated for its opportunities
in teaching the children something
worth while.

Some of the t-perviee activities which
may be elevated by educational per-
formance are:

(1) The doctors' physical examina-
tions for competitive athletics,
work permits, special classes, or
the periodic examination at various
levels.

(2) The nurses' inspections, tuna-
tiotial *4 of sight and hearing,
weighing and measuring, exclusions
and readmissions, teacher instruo-

. J. .
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ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

Policies, procedures, and relationship* hi administra-

tion of new I to VI

a

L. How promote appreciation and
cooperation in the health pro-
gram among the custodians of

the building?

Values derived from these pblicia
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tion, home visitation, first aid, and
building inspections.

(3) The dentists' and dental hygien-
ists' conduct of surveys and pro-
phylactic demonstrations of care of
mouth and teeth.

All these activities may be carried
out on purely service level and with
little educational value if done on
impersonal and "unit production" basis.
On the other hand, all may be done
with great educational values if they
are so planned and are done with a
view to giving each child as much infor-
mation as possible. In addition to
these so-called service activitiei, the
personnel of the health department
should make distinct contribution at
all levels in regard to health habits and
knowledge and procedure. It should
be responsible for the selection of the
instruction for presentation in the
various grades and should develop
methods for effective preseiitation.
The results of the various surveys of
the school groups should be interpreted
for the teachers so that pertinent facts
in development and nutrition with
reference to children of their own locality
or group may be used.

The attitude of the custodian will be
conditioned by the general attitude of
the local school administration regard-
ing health matters. If this is positive
and favorable, he will have additional
persuasion through the principal of his
building. This will be further sup-
ported if he is required to pass a periodic

physical examination. Sincere effort
must be mad, to make him appreciate
that his is a very Important job. H.
must realise that there is definite rela-
Von between the building condition for

t,



28 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

proctisra, and relationships i ainististre-
ties of Items I to VI

M. How develop understanding of
the school health program by
tholaity?

N.

11.

Values derived front these policies

which he is responsible and the health
of the children. If his responsibility is
recognized and appreciation shown by
the personnel of the health department,
he usually responds.

Lay groups are always interested in
what is being done for the protection of
the children. Probably the most effec-
tive procedure is to encourage the
parents to visit the school arid see the
program as it actually operates. Par-
ent-teacher groups and other study
groups are risponsive.t As a general
thing, the lay groups are rather easily
impressed with service activities since
these are often closely associated with
conditions which can be made the basis
of emotional appeal. If time and
patience are given to the reasons tor the
educational program they are well
accepted. Other voluntary health agen:.
des which are supported largely by lay
persons, such as the Tuberculosis
&perky, Red Cross, Public Health
Nursing Association, Dental Digpen-
sary, Health Center, etc., are in position
to appreciate the program of the school.
Sound programs are usually well sup-
ported. Nurses and doctors are impor-
tant factors in developing understanding

These professional groups are usually
interested in seeing a program that is
sound from the educational and from the
economic points of view. If there are no
other agencies in the community -to
afford indigent children dental and medi-
cal relief, these professions are not
averse to having educational authorities
assume responsibility in developing
community resources for this purpose.
In general they prefer to see the relief
measures handled by other agencies in
the (immunity and have the school de-

How enlist the interest and
support of school health pro-
grams by the local medical
and dental professions?

Podicies,
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ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

policies, precodures, and relationship. odstkistro-

nos cif hems. I to VI

Values derived front these policies

vote its energies to the job of educati

0. How the school personnel may As a part of instruction s in

coordinate a program in health the secondary schools should be given a

education with functions of: clear picture of the functions that the
1. State and local boards State perfortas in the field of public

29

of health. health. This would involve the grants-
2. Local medical relief in-aid from the Federal Governbment

agencies: which are administered through State
(a) Hospitals. boards of health and other agencies by
(b) Dispensaries. the United States Public Health Service
(c) Visiting nurses and the Children's Bureau of the De-

association. partment of Labor. This brings into
(d) Tuberculosis so- consideration spheres of activity of the

ciety. different political units of government
3. Local relief agencies: in the field of health. As a part of this

Food. there would come the influence of the
Housing. State department of health in the con-

Clothing. trol of communicable disease and the
rules and regulations that govern the
State in relation thereto.

.
The nurse sets forth the responsibili-

ties and the functions of the local board
of health in the fields of sanitation and

communicable disease control. The
basis and necessity for full cooperation
between the school organization and the
official health bodies of the community
and State are thus well developed for the
consideration of the student.

In this connection it is important
that the future citizens shall learn the
distinction between the functions of the
official public health agencies already re-

ferred to and the official and voluntary
organizations that are set up for giving
medical relief to the sick who are finan-

cially unable to provide for themselves.

This, of course, leads to consideration ci
the tax-supported hospital for públic re-

lief and the privately incorporated hos-
pitals which are operated on a charge-

forservice basia. It is important that
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30 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

Policies, procedures, end relationships in administra-
tion of Bans I to VI

Organisition of the school's health
department. (See p. 17.)
A. Coordination of work so that

doctors, nurses, teachers a
physical education, and dental
hygienists will be familiar with
one another's activities.

Values derived from these policies

the student shall appreciate what the
community provides for the unfortu-
nate person as well as for those who can
care for themselves financially. Teach-
ers as well as doctors and nurses on the
school staff contribute to this informa-
tion. The nurse has more*oceasion than
any other one person to instruct the
students in this respect since she has
the responsibility in many cases, of re-
ferring the parents for father examina-
tions and treatment. Voluntary organ-
¡rations, such as the Visiting Nurses
Association and the Tuberculosis Society,
come in for consideration in this respect.
For instruction in prevention of tubercu-
losis and in testing surveys, the school
may be the local agency through which
much of this type of work is done. In
such cases the plans within the school
should be made by the nurse in con-
junction with the principal.

So closely related are the health
interests of people to provisions for
shelter, food, and clothing that in con-
sideration of medical relief it is im-
portant that the young citizen be
instructed also in the provisions that
the community has found necessary to
provide for unfortunate people. This
is closely associated with many problems
of health thM oome to the attention of
the school nurse and school doctor.

To develop this coordination it is
necessary to have someone within the
school staff who has the authority to
bring this personnel together in con-
ference for the purpose of defining and
discussing each person's work. Not
until these several people are familiar
with one another's activities and pro-
tedium is it posdble to correlate their
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ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

Values &aired from thew policiesponds, prosaism mod reistionakips M (Weinberg-

of item I ge VI

B. Coordination of the activities
of these various people so that
the net result to the teacher is
unity of procedure and under-
standing of objectives.

C. Cooperative arrangement by
nurse, teachers of physical edu-
cation and doctors for conduct
of examinations.

D. Preparation of records for use
by school personnel.

E. Arrangenmmit by imidied pro-
gram for pupils needing de-
parture from routine activities.

31

presentations to and activities. with the
children.

There can be no unity in health
presentations to the teacher until the
cooperation as outlined in (A) above
has been accomplished. After the sev-
eral types of people in the health %per-

sonnel have unified their own pro-
ceedings and correlated their own
activities then there is something on
which appeal for teacher interest and
cooperatimi can be made.

The nurse makes the arrangement for
routine examinations. Special cases
coming to the attention of the teacher of
physical education are referred to the
nurse to be scheduled for examination.
Insofar as possible for him to do so, the
teacher of physical 4education is present
at the exaniination in order to confer
wah the doctor at first hand. When
this is impossible, the nurse relays to
him the results of the examination.
This develops greater appreciation by
the doctor of the program in physical
education and the teacher of physical
education has benefit of the doctor's
knowledge about tbe child.

This is the definite responsibility of
the nurse because of her kno.wledge of
the needs of the school personnel re-
garding tli4e records and her responsi-
bility in interpreting the record for others
of the school staff.

Anyone of the school staff who sus-
pects that a child may not be keeping
up with the activities of the group refers
the child to the nurse with his reasons
therefor. The nurse develops the his-
tory of the child and presents him to
the doctor for his review. If change of
program is indicated, the doctor make.
the spool& reoommeadatione and the

Am
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Policies, procedures, and relationships in admiisistra- Values derived front these policies
tion cef Items I to VI

nurse makes the further arrangements
with school personnel for meeting the
needs of the child.

F. Creation of esprit de corps as In each building where there is a
health counsel in the individual group of teachers, it is essential that
school building. some one should assume leadership in

matters pertaining to health and health
education. If the activities of the
health personnel have been correlated as
outlined in this review, then the nurse
and the teacher of physical education in

the building constitute a nucleus for the
development of a health counsel in the
building. With the addition of the
influence of the doctor and the dental
personnel a group is formed that com-
mands the respect in the building in the
field of health.

G. Clarifying results of examina- With proper correlation of the doctor's
tion for guidance -in physical examinations with the possibilities in
eduCation programs. physical education the peculiar needs

of the child may be appreciated and the
facilities of physical education directed
for his maximum personal benefit.
This may mean selected activities that
are quite different from those of the
group with which he might otherwise
be associated.

H. Sanitary control of gymnasia Nurse, teacher, and doctor have their
and dressiiig rooms. contributions to make to this problem.

e It involves much of personal hygiene as

well as physical hygiene of the building
and facilities. Where there are swim-

s ming pools it adds a very considerable
responsibility in maintenance of purity
of the water. Daily testing of the
water must be the delegated responsi-
bility of someone in the group. Nurse
and doctor can give considerable per-

. sonal instruction. The teacher of physi-
cal education in charge must exercise
authority of control. With the assist-.

anoe of the nurse and doctor, children

,
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procedures, and relationships edisiodstre-

tion of new I to VI

I. Based on their observations
during activities, teachers of
physical education have impor-

.

tant contributions to make to
the doctgr's examination and
the folloOup by nurses.

J. Dental hygienists examine all
children in elementary and
junior high schools each year
and notify parents of results.

K. Much of the follow-up work in
dental hygiene, after the dental
hygienist has been in the
building, falls to nurses and
teachers of physical education.

6

Values derived front these policies

mu* be inspected for skin disease,
especially athlete's foot, etc., which
should exclude them from the pool and
shower rooms.

Teachers of physical education are
in a position of peculiar advantage for
discovering children who may show
undue fatigue. They may be very
helpful io the child by referring such
children to the nurse for further con-
sideration by the doctor.

The dental hygienist spends most of
her time making a survey of the preys-
lence of dental caries, demonstrating to
the individual child what is meant by
a "clean mouth," a "prophylactic
cleaning," and the significance of

personal habits and diet in relation to
decay of the teeth. Results of her
survey are explained to the nurse and
teacher. If dental treatment of the
child is indicated, the hygienist so

advises the parent by written com-
munication.

Obviously the work in dental hygiene
is merely started and given impetus by
the hygienist. Final productivity of
her efforts depends upon the things that
happen after she leaves.*The initiative
for subsequent work is a joint respon-
sibility of the nurse, classroom teacher,
and the teacher of physical education.
The nurse assumes primary function to
see that things are kept moving.
Between them these three people keep
the interest within the building well
stimulated with the result that great
progress is made in education in this
field This is supported by the marked
increase in the number of children who
have ne14 hid caries and the increased
number that seek repair on parental
responsibility.
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34 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

Policies, proaldores, and relationships in odulaidra.
of limo I to VI

L Consideration of procedures
used by all groups to perfect
educational content and prim-
entation.

M. Subjects in education to be
taken by dental hygienists
are suggested by the super-
visor cif health education and
nursing.

re

Mugs derived from these policies

In training schools k for teachers,
health education, nursing/ education, or
dental hygienists, there is no irea of
training for a combined pronam by
these several people. Their activities
in this field must be developed as part-
ners in service. This calls for combined
interest on the part of an to determine
what they shall do tbat will be worth
while from an educational point of view
and how they shall do it. Supervisors
of prima:ry and elemengy education
must understand the program in dental
hygiene and must assist in dressing up
in educational form the things that the
health group want to get over to)le
ohildren.and their parents. Theralues
of procedures and possibilities of new
and better approaches get their share
of consideration by the teaching staff
in determining how to strengthen the
program of the building. The super-
visor of health education assumes sk large
responsibility in studying the content
and procedures of these activities.. From
time to time the results as measured by
Incidence of dental caries at different
age levels and the parental response as
determined by the number of those*
receiving dental care are studied by
this group for the purpose of evaluating
methods. The supervisor of health
education makes a large contribution
to the twidning of the dental hy gienist
while in service. The educational
requirements for ifimission to training
in dental hygiene are generally high-
school graduation. Since neither the
hygienist nor the dentist who super-
vises her technical work is trained in
the techniques of education, it gives the
superviiior cif health education a fine
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ADMINI:STERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

Awes, procedures, and rdatosèp M edisisioem
tion of Items I to VI

III. Principals of buildings. (See p. 17.)

A. Interest and cooperation of

principals of buildings are es-
sential to any progress.

6

Voles. derived from thew pandas
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opportunity for developing an esprit de
corps iv this group.

The principal of the building must
understand the objectives, methods, and
personalities involved in the health pro-
gram if it is going to be worth themoney,
time, and effort. If such appreciation
shall be attained it is almost necessary
that the personnel shall be a recognized
and incorporated part of the

rt.r-

staff. Outside agencies may do an ex-
cellent service job. They are liketly,to

be received and respected as proleidonal
persons engaged in technical: Wes*

not supposed to be well understood by '
the tarhing staff. The danger at this
point is that their work will be regarded
as a thing of importance to the children
rendered at school because of easy access
but not regarded as an intimate part of
the educational program for which the
children are assembled. When brought
in by the outside agency, there is a

tendency on the part of school people
to regard it as a service rendered at
school because of convenience rather
than for its educational possibilities.
In fact, respected authorities in public
health urge the conduct of service so-

tivities in the school because of conl
venience and economy alone. If the
program is to be developed for its edu-
cational values it is absolutely essential
taint the principal of the building help

to plan the program to meet the needs
of the area for which he is responsible.
A zealous and enthusiastic principal
might do all this with an outside agency
but it would require an extraordinary
amount of energy and there would
always be the question of continuity.

41.
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Polkies. procedures, and relationships in administra-
tion of Item I to VI

B. The principal must pave the
way for proper acceptance of
nurses, dental hygienists, and
dockrs by the teachers.

C. The principal must be bealth
conscious and support the
nurse in preparation for the. - doctor's examination and in-
struction by dental hygienist.

Values derived from these policies

These obstacles should evaporate with
a cooperative school personnel.

Progress in health education in the
building depends in a large measure
upOn the attitude of the principal of the
building. The reception which the
teaching staff extends to the dentisto,
dental hygienists, nurses, and doctors
will be conditioned to a great extent by
the principal. If this visiting personnel
is a part of the organization to which
the principal is responsible he is involved
in advance of their coming in making
their work a success. If these several
people are responsible to a single source
of authority .'there is a fixation of re-
sponsibility and final court of authority.
If the involved personnel are respon-
sible to different agencies, there h
neither.

The central authority and the super-
visory staff of the health program must
condition the principals of the buildings
to such extent that they will be mentally
prepared to make their contribution to
the success of the health program. This
begins in advance of the visits of the
health personnel. With the frupport of
the principil, the nurse can prepare the
teachers for the visits of the doctor,
dentist, and dental hygienist. This in-
volves a certain ainount of instruction
regarding the purpose of the visits of
these people, what they will be doing,
and how it will be done. This may
involve temporary rearrangement of the
use of physical facilities of the building.
It will certainly mean interruption of
schedules. Aside from these the ob-
jectives of the health program will be
best promoted bY some instruction of
the children in advance as to the signifi-
cance of these servioes and the aorta

?.
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ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

, Pedant procedures, end relatiouskips ads.fitistrs-

ties of Items /to VI

D. Visiting health personnel, such
as the doctor, nurse, dentist,
and dental hygienist should be
responsible to the principal of
the building in which they are
working at a given time.

dam

Values derived from these policies
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that should be made to promote them
upon an educational basis. Distinc-

tions can be made in advance between

mass Inspections, personal inspections,
and real physical examinations, and
under what circumstances these can be
appropriately made. Many intelligent
people mistake a casual inspection for
an examination.

Such a re1atimAhipi8 essential to the
development of the highest ty of

teamwork between the visiting rson-

nel and the full-time staff assigned to the
building. It brings this unit of work
directly into the program of the building
for which the principal is responsible.
The principal has, a large interest at
stake in the program. Its value should
be reflected in the children and teachers
of the building. Therefore,the principal
has a real right to participation in the
conduct of the work and an interest in
the personnel who does the work. Ex-

perience proves that the public holds the
principal responsible in some measure
for unsatisfactory services. By the
same token lie should share in the plan-
ning and conduct of the program. This
develops fine opportunities for integra-
tion of the health program with other,
classroom subjects. When so fused, the
importance of items relating to health
become much more significant to the
children. Example of this are the use

of information of findings of the dental
hygienist in ihe teacher's development
of the program in dental hygiene. An-

other illustration is the use of the audi-
ometer findings in presefiting to children

the relation of common colds to the ear
and the importance of giving prompt
and adequate consideration to the pro-

tection of hearing. A further example

tis
.
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38 SCHOOL HEALTH WORK

procedures, ad rsiationsibipons administra-
tion of loss I to VI

E. Principals should be alert to
influence of the health of the
teacher in relation to her own
work.

A

IV. Eni¡stment and maintenance of the
cooperation of the classroom teacher.
(See p. 17.)

A. Teachers should understand the
methods and objectives of the
Program-

vases derived Iron these policies

is the lie of communicable disease
control with the study of commu-
nity health problems.

Experience makes it obvious that
there is an increasing interest in the
personal health of the teacher, not only
from the standpoint of communicable
disease but also because her health may
be a determining factor in her value as a
teacher. Principals need to give con-
sideration to this. The extent to
which it will be well done will depend
in large measure upon the integration
of the general school heall program
with the educational objectives and
prdoedures of the school. One would
hardly expect such influence from
another agency which might be send-
ing personnel to render a service.
Obviously this type of accomplishment
must be done by the forces within the
school staff as a walk.

In the final analysis much of what is
accomplished by the health program
will depend upon the intelligent interest
and cooperation of the classroom teacher.
This will be conditioned in large measure
by the influence of the nurse who
will prepare the teacher and the children
for the contacts with the visiting
personnel. This cannot be done by
a single preliminary visit by the
nurse nor by remote control. It is
most effectively done by the long
continued and repeated contacts by
the nurse and acceptance of her by the
school staff as the person who will
creat the atmosphere for the per-
formanee of the visiting personnel.

V.
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. ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

Peticies, proclaims, and relationships in editinistre-

tion of Item I to VI

a

B. They should be alert in daily

inspections in order to control
communicable disease.

C. They should be taught to make

these inspections without at-
tracting too much attention
from the children.

D. Teachers should be taught first
aid.

E. Promotion of proper health
practices should be consistentl

taught'

Values derived frogs thew pandas
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Alertness on the part of the classroom
teacher will add greatly to the proper
discharge of the school's part in the
control of communicable disease.

The technique of efficient inspection
and the interpretation of apparent devia-
tions from the usual state of health in
terms of protection to the group are
things that the nurse can best instill
into the teacher by repeated contacts.
It can be done with most telling effect
when all the personnel involved is

responsible to a single authority. It is
generally conceded that these inspections
can be done in a perfunctory way from

which the 0,14m derive little educa-
tion ; or th4_01 be done in ways which

will carrY specific training and sense of

responsibility on the part of the children.
The educational implications can best
be attained when the personnel is

united under one authority rather than
divided between two authorities.

Proper arrangements for rendering
first aid should be developed in every

school. This is a part of the health pro-

gram and should be integrated with the
other elements of it. Of course, an out-

side agency can come in and do a job of

teaching first aid with reasonable sue-
cess. It should be taught to some
teachers in each building who will re-

spond in the absence of the nurse. The
teaching of first aid can be associated
with many other phases of the program
in health education if the personnel in
the _school is so minded and if there is
the inspiring nucleus to see that it is
done.

Like all other educational processes,
y consistent repetition in selected areas

and at chosen levels is essential to sound

,
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Policies, procedures, end relationships admhtistra-
tion of Items I to VI

F. The teacher should become
aware of health status of the
pupil, so that she may take
this into consideration in di-
recting his daily work, and so
that she will note any lapse
from his usual health.

G. The teacher should feel a re-
sponsibility in giving to parent
the results of observations of
nurses and doctors.

ler

Oases derived from these policies

training. Accomplishment of th'
dependent upon a
consciousness" on th
room teacher. This attain

is

health
f the class-

does
not come from an injection from out-
side. It has to be developed fromwithin,

In its most desirable form it comes
from a general appreciation and accept-
ance of the health program by the school
personnel in general.

It is desirable that the teacher should
have an awareness of the health status
of her pupils. This becomes absolutely
essential in the case of those who have
some health impairment. Otherwise
the pupil is not likely to have the school
program which is fitted to his personal

'health needs. Such an awareness on
the part of the teacher is better at-
tained if her knowledge of the pupil's
health status is brought to her by pro-
fessional personnel that is directly re-
sponsible as she is for the proper ad-
justment of the child in school. If an
outside agency assumes this task the
teacher may well feel that the school is

exempt from responsibility. The school
might be under such an arrangement,
but the interest of the child is such that
the school should not be exempt.

Discharge of tile school's responsibil-
ity pertaining to health problems of the
child is a joint one of the several
members of the school staff. With that
group of children who suffer impair-
ment of health the teacher may be of
valuable help to Arent and child if she
has the *advantage of knowledge acquired
by the turn and the doctor. Fre-
quently, in contact with the parent,
she may be instrumental in securing
propei consideration for the child out-

is
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ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM 41

Policies, procedures, and relationships in admit:Wm-

tion of Items I to VI

H. Teacher should set an example

of good health practice and
accomplishment.

I. The dental hygienist should leave

a copy of the dental examination

with the classroom teacher.

J. Dental hygienistei suggest projects in

dental health education.

values derived frost these policies

side of school. If modification of the
child's program at school is indicated
then the teacher has a distinct contribu-
tion to make in the modified schedule.

A well-developed school health pro-

gram will include consideration of the
teacher's health not only from the stand-
point of protection of the children and
herself, but also from the standpoint of
appropriate health maintenance so that
she may do the best job of teaching of
which she is capable. This can only

come from a program which is compre-
hensive and within the school. It must
come as part and p-arcel of the things for
which the school system stands. One

should not expect this kind of stimula-
tion in comparable degree from out-
side agencies.

To get the most out of dental hygiene
for the children, there must be coopera-
tive procedures between members of

the dental staff and the teachers.
In an educi4ional program the den-

(
tist's great corAribution is to keep the
procedures and instruction in line with
the best concepts of the profession
while the hygienist is the liaison between

the professions of dentistry and educa-
tion. She performs her function with
the child, giving instruction to the
teacher at the same time. The teacher
can bring to the cooperative j;ygienist
many educational techniques while the
hygienist brings to the teacher the !nun-

maries of the best knowledge rearting
diet habits, nutrition, etc., in relation to
the prevention of dental caries. The
hygienist can bring to the teacher many
helpful projects in dental education
and the teacher can use the information
acquired by the hygienist about her
own children in presenting these things

I
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Poiicia, pro:Mures, gild relationship. is admiabbs-
Hon of Item I to VI

V. The custodial force. (See page 17.)

A. Much can be accomplished in
health status of buildings and
grounds if intelligent interest
of custodian is enlisted.

B. In the conduct of the health
program there are many situa-
tions.in which teachers of phys-
foal education and dental
hygienbots are particularly de-
pendent upon certain services
'of the custodial force.

Values derived from these polities

to the children. Obviously all this
requires a unity of thought and pro-
cedure which must permeate through-
out the system if it is going to be effective.

The relation between physical con-
dition of buildings and grounds to
health protection for the children is so
obvious that the importance of the
custodial force is apparent. It is im-
portant to employ men of high type for
all jobs regardless of level of responsi-
bility. , They should be initiated to the
system by requirement of a thorough
physical examination. Experience has
proven that most of these men can profit
well by advice given them which is
based upon their own physical examina-
tion. This conditions their mind in
some measure to the health program of
the school and makes them more re-
sponsive to its requirements in their
mutine. The employment ánd exam-
ination of this group is done under
direction of the central office and this
realization by custodial and teaching
staff establishes common respect for
health procedures. Nurses and teachers
of physical education have many oc
casions for dealing directly with the
custodian in maintenance' of desired
condition of buildings and grounds.

In the physical education program
there is daily relationship with the Cus-

todian in maintenance of satisfactory
conditions of playground and gymnasia.
In many situations of simpler patterns
this is so obvious that there is no occa-
sion to question relative responsibilities.
In the larger schools the problems mul-
tiply and conditions arise which require
personnel beyond that of custodian and

vd

.



ADMINISTERING A SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM

Nicks, precedswes, and relationships in adesinistra- Values derived from thew policies

tion of items I to VI
physical educator. For example, take
the problem of control of athlete's foot.
Then there come the services of phy-,

sician and nurseinspection, exclusion,
readmission, and sanitary control. In-
troduction of these aids from an outside

agency is likely to create an atmosphere
of control by authority rather than by

development of appreciation and obser-

vation of sanitary procedures. Of

course, there must be some authority
but the results of its use will be directly

in relation to the learning which the

pupil acquires while the authority is

being exercised. If the combined per-
sonnel is responsible for sanitary con-

trol and golution of the problems

involved there will be less passing of
responsibility from one person to another
than there will be if the sanitary regu-
lation is assumed by an outside agency.

When all the responsibility is centered

in a single admingtrative unit there is
a chance for pride of accomplishment

on the part of all concerned.
Another example of close cooperation

among the professional health personnel,

the physical educator, and the custodial
force is in the sanitary control of the
swimming pool. There can ',be no

evasion of responsibilities if the whole

control except the laboratory analysis

of the water is centered directly within

the health personnel of the building.
Experience has shown a ditect de-

pendency of the dentil hygienist upon

the custodial force since she is an itiner-

ant person with electrical equipment.
She is dependent upon them for' trans-

porting and connecting her equipment,

and occasionally for minor repairs.
These are small items in a sense but
dispatch in having them done means

43
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Policies, procedures. and relationships ix administra-
tion of ftents I to VI

VL Selection of personnel. (See page 18.)

A. For all employees:
Development of personal

health records that will
reflect igpplicant's health sta-
tus in relation to responsi-
bility to be assumed.

Wawa derived from these policies

much to her in the aggregate. Since
she is part of the school personnel these
things are accepted by the custodial
force as a part of their responsibility.
If she were coming from an outside
agency they might or might not accept
them as such. In any event, when the
responsibility is all within the school
personnel, everyone recognizes that
these things are a part of the school's
educational program.

Serious consideration should be given
to the health of applicants if the per-
sonnel selected shall give the maximum
values in i3ottinued service. Obliga-
tions to the children alone warrant this,
but with the development of retirement
pensions the administrative board has
an additional financial responsibility
beyond that involved in the monthly
pay roll. In this connection, the Board
of Education needs advice of a medical
staff that has some concept of class-
room work and a knowledge of the
health experiences of teachers as an
occupational group. It is difficult to
perceive how a board will obtain the
desired guidance except through the
selection of physicians who will study
its needs and be responsible to it.
Many people, even members of the
medical profession, are prone to think
that health certification for a teacher is
complete if she is shown to be free from
communicable disease. In reality thi
is only a small part the' problem of
teacher health.
part, since dete

t is the easiest
nation of communi-

cable disease is pretty well standardized.
There are many other aspects of health

A
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Poacid, procedures, and relationships in imintinistra-

ties of Items I to V1

B. For school health department:

Nurses, dental hygienists, doc-

tors, and teachers of physi-

cal education, all with flare

for educational projects, must

be sought.

Values derived from these policies

that determine what is the teacher's

worth to the children. Physicians

chosen for this responsibility need a

flare for education, an interest in per-

sonality, and an underlying apprecia-

tion of mental hygiene in addition to

all the medical diagnostic acumen of a

well-trained medical person.

rf the school is to have a health

program of high attainment, the per-

sonnel for its conduct must be carefully

chosen. Much of this responsibility

should fall upon the director of the
department and upon the supervisors of

the activities in which applicants shall

be engaged. These administrative per-

sons should know better than anyone

else the qualities needed in the vacancies

to be filled. In the opinion of this
writer, the director of the department

with his assistants should choose the

nurses, dentists, dental hygienists, doc-

tors, and teachers of physical education,

and then be held responsible for their

work. This duty could °not be ade-
quately done by any other agency.

Furthermore, if so, it is but natural that

the employees should be more responsive

to this outside agency than to the school.

VII. Maintenance of health of employees

A. Persons referred on account of suspected &ability:

Through the years a considerable number of the teachers

have been referred by their associates to the director of the

school health department on account of suspeOed health

disturbances. Invariably this has led to their consultation

with an examination by their personal physicians with whose

counsel the director has been able to advise the superintend-

ent. Adjustment involving changes in assignment, leaves

of absence and retirement have resulted. This is first-class

2811006-40-..--4
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46 SCHOOL HtALTH WORK

personn work of the kind that is indispensable to theefficient 11 1 trationofany organization. Amongdisablingconditions found have been high blood pressure, mentalchanges, severe diabetes, heart disease, kidney trouble, tu-berculosis, uterine fibroids, acute toxic goiter and chronicnervous exhausiion. In the hope of maintaining betterhealth =Ong the teachers this .everience has led toperiodic examinations under auspices of the Board ofEducation.
B. Periodic examination of employees:

This is done for the Board of Education by doctors electedto the schoolstaff for this particular service. Examinationsare made in the doctors' private offices by appointment.In addition to their professional qualifications these doctorshave been chosen on account of their personal interest increating a school atmosphere which will be more helpful tochildren. The examinations are completeincluding bloodcounts, urinalysis, Wasserman tests, tuberculin tests andXray of the chest when indicated. Individuals are sched-uled for re-examination every 3 years.
~a, procedures, and relatiouships In eitusisistre-

tion of news VII

A. Suspected disability:
1. Reporting to personnel office by

principals, supervisors, or med-
ical personnel.

2. Referred to director of health
department.

8. Determination of facts.
4. Interpretation of situation.
5. Adjustment to meet situation

with needs of children fore-
most.

Valua (Wind frogs these policies

This is a difficult but highly important
field which obviously must be conducted
by the authority that pays the salaries.It involves personal conferences of
teachers and their personal physicians
with the medical adviser for the super-
intendent. It is .difficult to develop
within the organization. It appears
almost impossible to develop it as a
joint responsibility between two civic
units as would be necessary if the health
program of the schools were to be ad-
ministered by any other agency than
the school itself. In ita full attainment
this is personnel work of the highest
order. It involves confidential know-
ledge of the health of the employees
and discriminating wisdom in the use

a,s
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Policies, procedures, and relationships Is animist*
Hon of Item VII

B. Periodic examinations:

1. Personnel is scheduled for ex-
amination.

2. Report of examination filed con-

fidentially in personnel office.

3. Review of record by director of

health department of schools.

4. Follow-up of teachers by health
department when correction of

defects has been advised.

Values derived frontline policies

47

of this information in adjustment of
assignment and employment in such

manner that the health anU economic
interests of the teacher will be protected
and the educational needs of the children

.t-

served simultaneously. If occasions
arise when these seem to be in conflict,

the rights of the children should beer
given precedence.

If the periodic examination shall serve

its purpose of maintenance of health,
every phase of it, after appointment for
examination, has to have the attention
of the doctor. The records of examina-

tion must be interpreted in the light of
the teacher's activities, out of school as

well A8 within. The program must merit
the confidence of the teacher and its con-

duct should convince her of its value for

het as well 968 for the interests of the
children. Experience proves that there
is abundant need of follow-up work to

be done in guiding teachers to the cots

reciion of their own health impairment
and faculty health habits. Public ap-
preciation of the need of this work is es-

sential to proper support. Its impor-
tance may not be apparent on casual

inspection. An efficient health person-
nel srvice in the schools will reveal these

weak spots before they are obvious, in
time to render a preventive service.

VIII. Development of courses oF study

'1 A. Hygiene :

This is the direct responsibility of the school health depart-

ment. It involves development of health habits and
practices in the elementary grades, and more formal courses

required of all pupils in ninth grade. The girls are given a

course in " Home and Child Hygiete" which is taught by

nurses. The department is also directly responsible for a

course in hygiene for ninth grade boys which is taught by

demmar
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men teachers in physical education. These courses and theteachers thereof receive much considerations constautattempts to improve them. Experience shows there is adistinct ti6: for expansion of these courses and transfer-ence to the upper grades of senior high school. Much coop-eration has been developed with teachers of general scienceand social studies to correlate opportunities° in their courseswith other health instruction in the schools.
B. Physical education:

Constant attention is given to relating thé physical activ-ities program to knowledge gained by physical examinationof the pupils. Examinations are made by the doctors,assisted by teachers of physical education, and nurses.Students, are classified according to results of examinationsand the physical education teacher plans schedules to con-form herewith. Teachers of physical education are keptfamiliar with objectives and methods in courses in hygieneand are cooperative in relating their activities to the healthprogram in general.
procedura, and relationships in admisistni. Values derived from these policieslion of Item VIII

A. Hygiene:
A 1. Supervisor of health education.

(a) Keeps on the alert for in-
service training needs of
nurses 'and teachers.

-te

In a school sykein where cooperative
spirit p ails, the supervisor finds con-
stant n for in-service training of the
teachers and nurses. If the supervisor
of health education is an employee of
the school and the nurse is paid by
another agency, tte bond between the
supervisor and thci nurse may not exist
as is likely if the nurse is responsible to
the supervisor and both are part of the
same organization. If the supervisor
is with another organization, the link
between the nursing personnel and the
teacher is absent. Those who would
haye the health services brought to the
schèkol by another agetry usually dele-tgate 'to the school the responsibility for
the educational prograni and therefore
consider that the director of health
education should be a member of the
school sff. With formal health- edu

in
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Policies, procedures, and relationships in administra-

tion of Rein VIII

(b) Constantly in touch with
publishers, equipment
companies, etc. for needed
materials.

(c) Acts _ as consultant for

course of study commit-
tees in health and science.

Valets derived from these policies

49

cation a delegated responsibility of the
school organization but with the health
services the specific duty of another
organization, the opportunity for co-
ordinating these activities is lost to the
educator. In order to sense the needs
of school situations and the variable
capacities of the health personnel to
meet them, the supervisor of health
education must "live on the job" among
these people and have them responsive
to her.

This school health field Is no excep-
tion to sales prerre of publishers of
textbooks and manufacturers of equip-
ment. All of it has some value in the
right place. The supervisor of health
education keeps abreast of these and
renders an important service in selection
of books and materials for the use of the
teaching personnel. For this purpose it
is quite as important to know the teach-
ers and children for whom supplies are
being provided as it is to know the
field of materials.

In committees for courses of study
the supervisor of health education
renders a helpful service with respect to
the scientific content of the courses
related to health. She not only corre-
lates the appropriate contefit of other
courses with health interests but also
provides the reference materials for use
in this connection. These things are
indispensable if the health program is to
be well rounded and developed. Some
examples of 'possibilities are:

In studies of government.

The functions of the United States
Public Health Service, the State Health
Department, the City Health Depart-
ment. The activities of the latter in
guarding community's supply of water,

.

.
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Pe licks, pitcodaira, mid Matins:tipi in administro-
lion of Item VIII

p
Pa

Sits in all supervisory
meetings, keeping the
health education depart-
ment on an equal level
with other "special" de-
partments of the school
system.

2. All health personnel watch for
changes, expansions, and shifts
in health education procedures
and policies.

Values derived frost these policies

milk, and food, Control of communicable
disease, etc.

In nature study.
Relation of soil, sunlight, and climate

to foods.
Helpful bacterial growth.
Harmful bacterial growth.

In literature.
Stories and poems with contributions

to health habits with interpretations.
In history.

Scientific discoveries related to health.
Historical characters whose biogra-

phies carry message in health.
In arithmetic.

Graphic charts of local conditions,
especially school surveys by dental
hygienists and reoords of examinations
by doctors.

In music.
Contribution of music to health.

In art.
As a means of influencing behavior.
Since this supervisor is a member of

the school staff she participates in all
staff meetings and is an important
influence in the development of a
"health consciousness" in the teacher.
Absencis of provision for this kind of
thing means lack of interest in the
general administrative set-up and when
this pievails the program usually &8-
sumo; the level of those necessities for
the control of communicable disease.

When the personnel of the school
health department is really awake to
the situation, many suggestions regard-
ing change of procedure come from those
iho are in daily contact with the chil-
dren. Growth of this spirit depends
upon interest by those "on the firing
line" plus stimulation and encourage-
meat of the supervisory staff. 11:his is

a

1

(d)

1f

' °et

.

a.
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Aides, premium, and relationship. in administra-

tion of /test VIII

3. Community misunderstandings

and desires are considered,

i. e. change of ninth grade girls'

hygiene from "Hpme Nursing
and Care of the Sick" to

"Home and Child Hygiene."
Problems arising from protests
of other licensed practitioners,
also safeguards, are built here
on the educational basis rather

than on vested authority.

4. Special conferences with general

supervisors on health policies
(a) Sex hygiene in the curric-

ulum.
(b) High-school speakers on

health topics.
(c) Special health programs.
(d) Community resources for

field trips, etc.

Values derived frost these policies

essential if the deadening effect of frozen
procedures is to be avoided.

The public interest is sometimes pe-
culiarly aroused about some phase of
school activities, often in relatively
unimportant areas. If the approach to
the questions involved is on an educa-
tional basis there is usually a rational
solution of the difficulty. If the ap-

proach is on a purely service basis, the
issue is likely to be reduced to au-
thority and the solution be a "take it or

leave it" one. It is always more satis-
factory to all concerned if there can be

concessions and agreement on educa-

tional interests. In matters pertaining
to the health program it is important
to note that these differences are

smoothed out in large measure accord-

ing to the educational: concept of those

persons who handle them. Develop-

ment of this concept in all persons

concerned with the conduct of the

health program is a great aid in dissolv-

ing unwarranted criticism and pro-

motion of the fundamental objectives.

Where medical problems are involved,

the medical personnel must tune their
thinking to school ,methods and pro-

cedures. It cannot be so well done by

authoritative edict from the outside.
In connection with courses of study

there are many spots ileaswhich there

must be conferences and agreement on
procedure among various school per-
sonnel. Sometimes this may include

representatives of the public, such as in

discussion of sex education, traffic

safety, etc. Then there are the speak-

ers available for school assemblies. It

is obvious thit the primary purpose of

some of these is to grind their own axes.

All of these have some worth-while eon

.
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Policies, procedures, and relationships in administra-
tion of Item VIII

5. The supervisor of the bureau of
dental hygiene was one of the
course-of-study committee that
developed
of study.

a hygiene course

B. Physical education.
1. Courses of study in physical

education have changed ma-
terially in the past 10 years.
The content of the course of
study now is "evolved" by the
teachers in a certain situation
with the help and guidance of
the supervisor. The contents
of these courses are designed
to meet the recreational and
social needs of the child, also
To furnish an aid to the mental
health 118 pect.

Values derived from these policies

tributions but someone with vision must
help in the selection of topics and per-
sonnel and assign them their appro-
priate place and time.

The supervisor of dental hygiene
an essential person on committees that
deal with courses and instruction in-
volving dental hygiene. He must bring
the contributions of the dental profes-
sion in this field. It is his function to
do this in such manner that those en-
gaged in developing techniques of edu-
cation can reduce it for educational
presentation to the classroom teacher
and to the children. An important
part of this is the interpretation of the
information which the dental hygienists
have developed from their local dentil
surveys from year to year. Proper
organization and presentation of this
material is very helpful because it per-
tains to the very children who make up
the classes.

The shift from direct effect of physi-
cal exercise on body development to
indirect benefits derived from appropri-
ate participation in attractive activities
is interesting and significant. In de-
velopment of habits and practice in the
elementary grades, the indirect approach
from the health 'point of view works
very well. In the adolescent age the
children are more interested in the
direct relationship between activities
and body function and it offers fine
opportuniiy for much worth-while in-
struction. The physical educators have
fine appreciation of the values which
accrue in mental hygiene and social
adjustment, both of which have great
indirect values in health. In the
assembly of school children a great
variety of physical types, development

a

is

.
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Policies, procedures, and relationships in administra-

tion of Item VIII

2. Teachers of physical education
give serious attention to the
consideration of diet in coop-
eration with the nurse and
teachers of hygiene. Many
times this area works in well
with training diets, etc.

8. Students confer with the nurse
and the physical education
teacher on the implications
of the instruction regarding
diet, exercise, showers, Awim-
ming, etc.

Values derived from these policies
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and conditions are brought together.
Obviously the same mass application to
all in the group is not going to produce
the desired results in each individual.
There are personal variations which
cannot be well understood without the
services of the examining physician.
The coordination of services of the

nurse, physician, and dentist with those
of the teacher of physical education
gives unustial opportunity for modifi-
cation of the mass procedure to meet
the individual's requirements. This is
a fine area for development of esprit de
corps in a large group of the school's
personnel with direct interest in the
health program.

The field of nutrition provides another
sound area for different 'groups, such as

nurses, doctors, dentists, teachers of
physical education and of home eco-
nomics, to get together and develop
rational instruction. It is doubtful if
there is any subject with so much proved
knowledge which is at the same time so
cluttered and confused with fads and
procedures that lack scientific basis. If

youth is to be made reasonably self-
reliant in this matter, the school must
assume responsibility for appropriate
instruction. There are obvious ad-

vantages in having tlie personnel in-
volved in this program under one

organization.
Experience has shown that nurses and

teachers of physical education with

personality to win the confidence of

school children are besieged with their
questions regarding health and disease
and the relation between these and many

of the activities of daily life. This is
likely to be true especially with reference

to activities of the school program.
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procedura, and rdationships tn administra- Values derived from these policiestion of Item VIII

Outstanding examples are questions in-
volving swimming pools, dressing rooms,
skin infections, diet, athletic participa-
tion, etc. If the nurse is going to serve
the interests of these children in the
highest order she must be familiar with
the instruction that the children receive
in other areas and levels ol the school
programagain illustrating the advpn-
tages of a unified school staff under
single authority.

IX. Physical examination of the children
These are made in cooperation with the teacher and nurse. Allchildren in the kindergarten, and in the third, sixth, ninth, andtwelfth grades are regularly examined. In the lower grades
many parents attend these sessions. In the ninth grade, instruc-tion about tuberculosis is given in connection with the course inhygiene and a tuberculin test is done as part of the routinephysical examination. The results of these examinations are ofsuch interest that they are studied and interpreted and used ininstluction in health habits and hygiene. The doctor makes thephysical examinations, the nurses do audiometer and visualacuity tests, and the teachers of physical education make thetests in skills, all of which are interpreted for the children. Outof these examinations come modification of personal programsneeded, correction of physical defects, reference to speciale asses or the school for physically handicapped children, certi-fication for athletics and work permits.

Policies, procedures, and relationships is
administration of Item IX

A. The dental hygienists mark the re-
sults of the dental examination on
the Health Card which is the health
picture of each individual child.

B. Integration of service activities with
classroom teaching.

Values derived from these policies

The record of the child's examinations,
including dentistry, is a continuous one
for his school life and follows him as
does his scholastic record. The health
record is cumulative and when inter-
preted in the light of the child's personal
school program May be in,valuable to his
interests. The collected records of the
groups of children are used in classroom
instruction and give an excellent basis

.

Policies,
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policies, procedures, and reirdion4fpa in admmistra-

tion of Item IX

C. Adjustment of school loads of pupils

needing special consideration.

D. The nurse's explanation to the
teacher of individual difficulties of

health and environment with 'which

children are confronted and which

affect their school adjustments.

q

E. Nurse-parent contacts for improv-
ing the health of children, im-
proving school health understand-
ings, etc.

Values derived from these policies
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for engaging the interest of the children
with good results. In order to have
records which will be of value and inter-
preted for use in instruction, it is news.
sary that the personnel engaged in
making these records of the individual
children shall have in mind the possi-
bility that other people may use them
for instructional purposes.

This is only possible when those
administering the health program are
thoroughly familiar with all the school's
possibilities for adjustment.

In connection with the physical exami-
nation the question of excuses from
physical education classes naturally
arises. It is highly desirable that the
doctors and nurses be 'familiar and
sympathetic with the program and its
educational objectives. Many persons
would be excused from physical educa-
tion classes upon some trivial physical
grounds, who need the social and mental
stimulation which can result from such
activity. It is well agreed also that
certain handicappeci persons should be
treated as normals. It is difficult to
develop this concept in nonschool
personnel.

Contact between nurse and parent is
vaulable for the child', interests. Those
who advocate that the school nursing
services should be done by the visiting
public health nurse point out that the
contact of the nurse with the home while
engaged in other public health activities
gives her a peculiar advantage in

obtaining parental action in the child's
behalf. These same advocates may
overlook the fact that detailed knowl-
edge of the child's situation and reaction
at school is as pertinent to his welfare
as is familiarity with the home situation.
The larger amount of time which the
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Po Hein, procedures, and relationships in administra Values derived from these policies
tion of Item IX

school nurse spends in the school gives
her a better appreciation of the child's
school needs and perhaps a fuller
appreciation of the child's possibilities
because she has more time to see him
outside of his home environment.
When these activities are promoted by
the school with an educational health
program they are likely to stimulate
more initiative by the parent than
when they are directed by organizations
that are largely dominated by the serv-
ice point of view.

F. Examinations are used as basis for In the elementary grades the results ofindividual and group health teach- individual examinations are conveyed
ing. directly to parents with much response

and benefit to the child. In the secondary
school levels the children get much help-
ful information at the time of examina-
tion by direct contact with the doctor
and the nurse if the program is set up for
educational purposes. If it is set up
with a strictly service viewpoint and
under the necessity of inspecting too
large a number of children per unit of
time, then the examination becomes
useless, everyone's time is wasted, and
the child properly evaluates .,tpe whole
procedure accordingly. On the other
hand, he may be taught that after all
the most that the school can do in the
matter of physkal examination is a
careful screening which may give sound
direction in seeking further needed
professional service. Many discrim-
inating adolescents have discovered in
this experience that what they had
previously presumed to be a physical
examination in the true sense was after
all actually less than a careful screening.

G. Examinations are used as a basis for Of course the result of many of the
reference to physician. examinations is that the child is referred

to the family'ø personal physician for
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pocks, procedures, and relationships in administra-

tion of Item IX

H. Examinations constitute a basis for
instruction in nutrition.

o

I. Soon after permanent imtnunization
against diphtheria became avail-
able, Schick testing was done as an
educational procedure.

Values derived from that policies
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treatment. The reasons for which
they are referred have immediate signif-
icance to their health status. Many
conditions which the examiner finds are
not regarded as immediately significant
but potentially so. Depending upon
the nature of these he may instruct the
child without referring him. Further
consideration of these "minor defects"
with the nurse and teacher of physical
education produce much benefit.

Physical examinations are correlated
with growth records of the children as

shown by the semiannual weighing and
measuring. Many other things found
in the physical examination are related
very directly to nutrition, and develop-
ment of these relations by the examin-
ing physician in connection with the
nurse and the teacher, bring out many
things which are of value and interest
to the children, particularly at the
adolescent level. This is another field
in which excelledt correlation can be

developed between the service as ex-
pressed by examinations and education,
as offered more formally Iftb the class-

.
room.

Education in immunization is pro-
moted among the laity. Incidence of
diphtheria among school children was

reduced from three hundred to four
hundred per annum in the early twenties
to zero in 1929. No immunization was

done in the schools, neither were there
public clinics for immunization at that
time. Control was developed through
education of laity and profession. All

school personnel was made conscious
of the need of protection with gratifying
parental response.
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X. Services to special schools for children with physicalhandicaps
This group includes orthopedic and cardiac cripples, deafness,

marked limitation of vision, chorea, rheumatics, and convales-
cents. Since separate provision is made for mentally retarded,
the members of this group are essentially normal in mentality.
In conjunction with the psychologist, the principal, and the nurse,
the doctor assists in selecting from among applicants for admission
those who are most in need of the special school. The same
group determines when the enrolled child should return to his
regular school, thus making room for another in the special school.
The doctor interprets the child's condition for the teachers, nurse,
and physiotherapist, and helps them determine how the services
of the special school may be used to test advantage for the
individual child. In connection with deafness and defective
vision, the advisory services of otolitist and oculist are obtained.

Poikies, procedures, mod reistionaMps is didssingatro- Values derived five them policies
tion of news X

A. All children in special schools for
children with physical handicaps
are seen at least twice each year by
the dental hygienisto1-4nee for
examination and once for Aeaning.

B. 4 specially adapted program in
physical education.

C. The administration of special schools
with a "health point of view."

D. The - selection of children for at-
tench;nce, and returning them to
their regular schools and situations.

Since the dental bureau is a part of
the school system, we try to assist these
special schools to overcome the physical
handicaps.

Requires close cooperation and fre-
quent contact among teachers, doctor,
nurse, physiotherapist and teacher of
physical education.

It has seemed valuable in our situation
to have as a principal one who has had
nurse's training, plus educational train-
ing, plus school nursing and health
education experience.

This requires the highest type of
coordination between medical and teach-
ing personnel. Many seek entrance
who should not be admitted. Those
admitted should be such as will profit
most from the special facilities. When
sufficiently restored they should be
returned to the regular school and be
taught to adjust themselves and their
handicaps in accordance with the world
in which they will live.

A

I

,

..- f

.
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Xl. Dental hygiene

Much time has been given to discussion of dental hygiene.
The objective is prevention of caries. Surveys of elementary
groups have been conducted at intervals for 24 y:earsannually
for about 15 years. In the absence of any agency for relief of
children with dental caries, a reparative dental dispensary was
established to educate the community to the need. .511e com-
munity later responded by establishing a dental dispensary in an
appropriate local agency not connected with schools. This

) permitted the school to discontinue the dental dispensary and
devote all efforts in this respect to prevention. Dental hygienists
with portable equipment were set to work on surveys, prophy-
laxis, and teaching under direction, of a dentist. .tvCooptrative
efforts are worked out with school cafeterias, home economics,
classroom teachers, and nursesall with splendid results as meas-
ured by decreasing dental caries and an increasing number
under appropriate dental care. This is a fine field for objective
measurement of results

Poticies, procedures, end relationships in adnektistrit- Velma derived from them poikka
Om of Bea II

A. The bureau of dental hygiene at-
tempts in thA lower grades to
teach proper dental health and to
inform the parents of dental defects
which need correction. In the up-
per grades, instruction is given
which will enable the students
intelligently to care for their own

mouths as well as the mouths of
their future children.

B. This Is done by examination and
notifying parents when defects are
found, prophylaxis and instruction
in individual mouth care, and coop-
eration with teachers.

The supervisor of dental hygiene is a
practicing dentist with a flare for edu-
cation and great interest in youth
organization. He is highly regarded by
the local dental profession. This gives
solidarity and respect to the work in
dental hygiene and relates it to thé
community's own status. It quietly
works out its evolution and improve-
ments, with the cooperation of other
people within the school organization.
The program under the board of educa-
tion continues in its development, quite
unconscious of political upheavals that
may occur in other public bodies.

All school dental records are the
property of the schools and are much
used in teaching hygiene.
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Policies, procedures, and relationships in administra-
tion of Item XI

C. The supervisor of health instruction
secures dental health education
films, which are approved by our
own educators and shows them to
cipsaroom groups, assemblies, and
parent-teacher association meet-
ings.

D. The local dental profession has a
voice in the administration of the
bureau, through the supervisor,
which gives a cooperation much to
be desired.

Values derived from these policies

In performing these functions the
supervisor of health instruction is inter-
mediary with dental and educational
professions. A well-functioning program
in dental hygiene cannot be carried out
without the sympathetic interest and
support of the dental profession. There-
fore it 43 essential to have someone who
can interpret each group to the other
in its own language.

There has been a striking decrease
in the p.revalence of dental caries. In
1926 only 5 percent of elementary school
children had no decay, whereas in 1939
29 percent had no decay or fillings. An

additional 25 percent have all dental
work completed, making a total of 54
percent of the elementary children who
did not need any dental treatment at
the time of examination.

XII.Selection of-textbooks
The department has carried its responsibility in selection of

textbooks in hygiene and also those in general science with ref-
erence to content bearing upon health education.

Policks, procedures, and relationships in administra-
tion of Item XII

A. Supervisors o'f health
physical education, and deiital
hygiene review all books from the
press concerning health.

B. Consult with .the textbook commit-
tee on health materials.

C. Health personnel may reject pro-
posed materials for scientific inac-
curacies and inadequate relation-
ships.

D. Help to build up health libraries,
source materials, etc., for the
classrooms.

Values derived from these policies

education, It is quite obvious that selection of
these materials should be the responsi-
bility of personnel trained for tiiChool

work. It is equally obvious from ex-
perience that the medical and dental
personnel in contact w.ith actual med-
ical practices have some worth-while
contributions to make in this respect.
Only by cooperating personnel and
coordinated procedures under common
authority can the best results be
attained.

Oh
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XIII. The cafeterias and courses in home economics

A very considerable effort has been spent in cooperation with

those immediately in charge of these activities in order to get the

maximum teaching in healthparticularly in growth and
nutrition.

Policia, procedures, and relatiouhfpo in (Amiable's- values derived from these policies

lion of Item XIII

A. Instruction regarding personal clean- All these items need repetition from

linen in eating. various points of view, with coordinated

B. Instruction regarding the influence of courses for which the school provides.

eating habits on growth, develop- This is done by the classroom teacher,

ment, and function. doctor, nurse, teacher of physical educa-

C. Significance of pioper nutrition in tion, dentist, dental hygienist, teachers

early life. in home economics, and cafeteria man-

D. Faulty groirth and development of agement.
deficiency diets.

E. Nutritional needs of the human
body.

F. Food selection to meet these needs:

1. Nutritional.
2. Economic.

G. Specific planning in home economics.

H. Deficiency diets illustrated by animal These experiments have been coop-
experiments. erative activities between the school

nurse and the classroom teacher. The
supervisor of health education has assist-
ed in the planning. The dental by glen-
ists are especially interested. It is

relatively siinple to demonstrate egeo-
tively with rats or other small animals
the importance of diet in growth and
nutrition and the business of keeping
well. These create interest and are
effective with the children. Cooper-

, ation between the several people oil the
school staff is enhanced because all are

under one authority.

XIV. Arrangement ol the/sChool program
,

The department has cooperated with all other groups of school

personnel in search/of general programs properly balanced with

reference to plass work, recreation, movement of classes, lunch

hour, and recess periods.
neeos---40---11 4

alb
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Policies, procedures, and relationships is administra-
tion of Item XIV

Determination of:
A. Recreation periods.
B. Recess periods.
C. Appropriate activities.
D. Length of lunch hour.
E. Rest periods for pupils with

diminished reserve strength.
F. Supervison of rest periods.
G. Basis for excuse from physical

education activities.
H. Intramural athletic programs.
I. Control of competitive athletic

programs.
J. Fatigue.

Values derived from these policies/I

Conferehces between -health personnel
and school administrators.

All these represent fields of multiple
responsibilities. There is a health phase
to every item. The medical personnel
who will render most valuable service to
the children will be those who are
selected because of primary interest in
child health and youth problems and
who will be responsible to the same
authority as the other teaching per-
sonnel of the schools.

XV. Planning of new buildings
Members of the department worked with the architects and

building committees of directors, supervisors, principals, and
teachers in planning space for health program *activities in pro-
posed new buildinis. This was particularly true in physical
education, mimes' quarters, and provisions for teaching hygieneand home care in the junior high school.buildings. In the school
for physically handicapped the department made a large contri-
bution to the building plans with reference to facilities for educat-
ing these children. The objective was educational. Only those
facilities for treatment were included which are4iMu1iarly fitting
for the position which these children occupy between the con-
valescent stage and regular school activities, and which are not
available elsewhere in the community.

Policies, procedures, and relationships tn administra- Values derived from these polities
tion of Item XV

A. Planning of a standard classroom.
B. Planning special classrooms for:

1. Hygiene.
2. First aid.

C. Planning gymnasia and auxiliary
services.

D. Playgrounds.
E. Nurses' quarters.

All health personnel participated in
these conferences with the result that
the architect was given a functional
program around which he was tó. build
a shelter.

,

-

1

. :s;
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pia, procedures, and relationships in adminfitra
.

then of /tens XV

Values derived front Ow( policies

63

F. Special school. This required careful and understand-

. ing cooperation in order fo develop a
school which was primarily for the edu-

cation of the physically handicapped
child and still provide those services
which were not otherwise provided for

in the community.

1. Examination rooms. Planning for these facilities was the

2. -Treatment rooms combined responsibility of doetots,

(a) Ultraviolet light. nurses, teachers, and physiotherapist.

(b) Massage. The primary consideration was develop-

(c) Muscle training tanks. ment, of a program which would make

3. Rest rooms. it possible to offer training and educa-
,

tion to a group of children, normal in

mentality but unable to participate in

the usual school program because of
physical handicaps. All services here
were especially designed to increase the
possibilities of education.

4. Room and equipment for deaf. , In the planning of rooms and facilities

5. Room and equipment for sight for these particular handicaps, practicing

conservation. oculists and otologists were added to the
school staff for their essential contri-

.

butions.

6. Corridors and ramps. In planningfor these the supervisor of

7. Cafeteria. physical education and the medical
8. Playground and equipment. personnel of the staff found much in

common. Pooling of -their interests

and knowledge have added mucti to the
welfare of the ,childrer. who have been

in attendance there.

So

XVI. Parent education

Much attention and cooperation with other school personnel

has been devoted to parent education with particular reference

to the school health program. One of the features of tliis has

been to develop understanding and appreciation of the work of

State and local health departments. With the proper:approach

no confusion occurs in the mind of the public because of school

health activities. In fact there is better understanding because

the school accepts the responsibility of instruction regarding' the

ictivities of these agencies.

.

1°.
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Policies, procedures, and relationships he adegnistre-
tion of /tens XVI

Parent program confined to:
A. Parent's visits to physical ex*

aminations.
B. Parent's visits to nurse.
C. Parent's visits to dental hygienist.
D. Nurse's visits to the home.
E. P. T. A. programs.
F. Newspaper publicity.
G. Radio programs.
H. Summer round-up and immuniza-

tion programs.

e

Values derived from Mete policies

All of the health personnel of the
school staff have made their contribi 1-

tions to parent education in some of
the activities listed on the opposite skit,
of the page. It is obvious that ac-
complishment for the younger children
must come through parental influence
With a coordinated program and c()-
operative personnel great good has been
attained.

Only a superficial survey of parent
education is required to emphasize that
there is a great gap in this field through
the preschool level, i. e. between in-
fancy and school age. School organiza-
tions have done enough experimental
work in it to demonstrate its great
possibilities. It offers fine opportunit.\
for useful activity by some agency
capable of assuming it.

Activities Outside-the School Organization
Much thought and time have been given to correlation and co-

ordination of interests and sactivitiés of other community agencies with
those of the school health program. This applies to both official and
voluntary 'agencies. Although till.: organizations operate in areal
outside the respoiisibility of the school they are ofpéctdiar interest to
.the school. All have their relation to the school health program and
the swims of the latter as an educational factor -depends upon its
intelligent articulation with ikese other interests-of the community.
I. In cooperation with official agencies

A. State health department:
Conferences regarding control of communicable disease.

B. Local health department:
Conferences and active cooperation in control of communi-*
cable disease. Herethe authority of the city health depart-
ment is always respected. The standards of the city health
department are supported by the aohyr"-personnel in the

ek classroom.

40
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C. State department of education:
In determining edueational standards for nurses for schools.

D. Local county hospital:
Development of clinics and procedures conducive to correc-

tion of health defects of school children. Cooperative effort

to teach hospital internes something of school health program.

E. Relief agencies:
The knowledge acquired by school personnel becomes an

important item in care of many children who are dependent.

F. The juvenile courts:

The health group in the school is in peculiar position to

gather pertinent information which often proves of great
value to the Courts' attaches.

Poticie.., procedures, and relationakips in Valua derived from these policies

administration of Item I

A. 1. Determining quarantine mess-
ures for communicable disease.

2. Consultant to State Commission

of Health in child health:
3. Measures for sanitary control of

gymnasia and lockers.

B. 1. Case finding in communicable

disease.

4

-

These contacts bring out discussions
regarding relative merits of service and
educational programs that are stimu-

lating to all concerned. They reflect
how sorely education is needed in order
that sanitation may be understood and
cooperation obtained.

The school organization is a Òonstant

"feeder" to the City Health Department
!n the reporting of communicable dis-

ease. In order .to promote clear under-
standing and cooperation between the
two organizations, the supervisor of
health education is given a desk in the
Citi Hall (in addition to her office in the

Board of Education Building) in con-

junction with the Public Health Nursing

Association and adjacent to the City
Béalth Départment. The school nurs-

ing staff report tcr her in this location.
This affords a personal contact between

the personnel of these several organiza-

tions which is very helpful in building
appreciations and respect for one

another's work.

fr.
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Policies, procedures, and rdeionsitips ad min istra- . Values derived from tkem policies
tion of Bent I

2. Assisting the City Health De- The City Health Department and
partment in immunization. other agencies offer immunization to

children. Adhering its function of

education, the school organization does
not offer immunization. It does use

every opportunity and means for per-
suading parents that iheir children
should receive the approved immuniza-
tions.

3. Sanitary control of swimming As already indicated, the sanitary
pools. control of the swimming pools is a pri-

mary responsibility of the school staff.
Water analyses are made in the labora-
tory of the City Health Department and
reported back to the school staff. This
is a very satisfactory arrangement, par-

., ticularly since the laboratory workers
are independent of those who are re-

sponsible -for the care of the pool.
C. Educational standards for school 4he supervisor of health education

nurses. ha particular contributions to make in

this field because of her experience in

education.
D. Local clinics and dispensaries. There is much need for education of

internes regarding school programs.
There can be great development be-

E. Relief agencies.

*AN..

tween school and local hospital with
much benefit to children if information
can be cleared. Neither agency knows
enough of the other's trials and tri-.

umphs.
School personnel are often engaged in-

helping underprivileged children with
reference to clothes, glasses, food, fuel,
and shelter. Of course, their school
connection entails no official responsi-
bility. It is, assumed as a voluntary
personal reslionsibility. Considerable
attention is paid to the subject in order
that teachers may know to whom and
bow applicants should be referred.

es.

,
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panda, procedures, and relationships in administra-

tion of Item I

F. The juvenile courts.

l'alues derived from these policia

67

Before the Jlivenile Court had a medi-

1. Court provided with specific in- cal examination of its own, much more

formation of health history

of school child.
2. Result of sch ool examination

available upon request.

information was passed between these

organizations.* Doubtless the school

group possesses much information that
would be invaluable to the Court in
dealing with early cases of delinquency.
School records often predict delin-
quency but.the Court can do little until
an offense is committed.

The director of physical education in
the schools has given time to the recrea-
tional program of the Juvenile Home,

which is under the jurisdigOon of the
Court.

n. Cooperation with unofficial agencies

This is a broad segment of public relations of great importance.

It involves relations with all of the relief agencies and all pro-,/

fessional organizations in the field of the healing arts. Sympa-

thetic understanding and support of these groups are essential to

an efficient school health program. Foremost in these are pro-

fessional medical, dental, and public-health nursing organizations;

the Tuberculosis Society, Crippled Children's Society, the Health

Qenter, the Red Cross, and the Parent-Teacher Association.

A careful consideration of the many ramificAtions of the school

health organization into the community life makes it obvious that

no other health agency can possibly develop such influential

contacts with the child and his well-being as does the school.

The great variety of problems that come to the school health

department is proof sufficient that there is a broad administrative

responsibility in addition to the facts and techniques of health

education which can be best administered as an integral part of

the school's responsibility.

o
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